
Using our industry-proven benchmarking tool, the Staffing Assessment & Organizational Design
program empowers your IT leadership to evaluate major capabilities across key functional areas
and perfectly optimize resources. We uncover exactly where your IT is winning and where changes
in talent, tools, or training need to happen to increase effectiveness. We provide the Right People
at the Right Place at the Right Time.

Our subscription-based model allows you to tailor the partnership to meet your needs. We
establish the right path forward to maximize IT success by identifying opportunities to improve
performance through optimizing and allocating resources, growing and sustaining your IT
workforce, aligning governance and planning, identifying the best systems for your needs, and
delivering IT management knowledge when it’s needed most. 

PROFESSIONAL HEALTH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT PARTNERSHIP

Without a true sense of your organization’s needs, expectations and goals, you cannot implement
appropriate solutions. Our CIO Business Vision Diagnostic program illuminates your organization’s
demands and expectations while measuring IT’s capability to meet them. 

CIO BUSINESS VISION DIAGNOSTIC

Operations Assessment compares your organization to industry-accepted best practices to find
high-leverage opportunities for near-term performance gains. Post-assessment, a complete report
with key, actionable findings to your organization’s senior leadership or IS Steering committee is
provided, along with the option to leverage on-site assistance from our team.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

STAFFING ASSESSMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

Our Workforce Development program ensures your workforce is ready to work smart. The program
employs ‘best practices’ knowledge and skills to help your IT workforce be the very best it can be.
CIO Best Practices, application roles and responsibilities, service desk management skills, project
management, and analyst/informatics development are just a few of the services available to grow
and sustain your IT workforce.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Strategic planning without highly effective IT governance equals ineffectiveness. Transparent,
inclusive, and effective Governance & Strategic Planning programs impact your IT governance by
updating and aligning it with current and anticipated strategic imperatives. Our team helps you to
establish or re-tool IT governance and put the foundational framework in place for the
development and execution of sound strategic planning and decision-making. We facilitate the
development of long and short-range IT planning consistent with the organization’s overall
strategic direction.

STRATEGY AND INNOVATION

As an agnostic facilitator and partner, we pride ourselves in assisting your determination of which
systems or products best fit your future. You don’t have time to vet countless systems. Instead, our
Systems Selections program and methodology can help you conduct an efficient yet
comprehensive evaluation. Our program covers individual module/niche system evaluations all the
way up to enterprise, acute care EMR or ambulatory EHR system replacement.

SYSTEM EVALUATIONS AND SELECTIONS

Access a bank of IT talent on which you can rely. You need flexible, interim management options
that offer just-in-time availability, high qualifications, relevant experience, objectivity, and
knowledge transfer. Interim Management can help you explore new IT strategies quickly and
efficiently without putting additional strain on your existing resources.

INTERIM MANAGEMENT
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Consistent help to maximize IT success

Establish The Right Path Forward 

Identify High-Leverage Opportunities To Improve IT Performance

Identify High-Leverage Opportunities To Improve IT Performance

Grow & Sustain Your IT Workforce To Meet Mounting Challenges

Align Governance And Planning For Optimal IT Success

Find The Best Systems For Your Needs — Now

IT Management Experience & Knowledge When It’s Needed

A scalable package of security offerings from VCISO to HIPAA Security Assessments to Security
Staff Augmentation, our partnership puts you firmly in charge of your security program. We can
help you build a full security strategy or fill in gaps in your current security posture. Our resources
include seasoned security executives, security administrators, and security analysts.

SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE
Reassurance In Knowing Who Is Knocking At Your (Firewall) Door

Successfully navigate even the most complex vendor services with confidence. Our extensive,
hands-on experience with leading healthcare IT vendors helps you gain more value and tangible
benefits from those critical relationships. Our team can assess, strengthen, and even manage your
vital IT vendor relationships to help ensure your continued success in today’s ever-changing
healthcare IT landscape.

VENDOR RELATIONSHIPS
Effectively Manage Key Vendors To Increase Benefits


